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**Maintenance break in WebOodi on Tue April 17 2018 from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.**
There will be a maintenance break in WebOodi on Tuesday April 17 2018 from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. caused by an upgrade to a new version. During the break WebOodi won't be in use and the users won't be able to log in... 06.04.2018 12:29

**Aalto CHEM periodikirje kandiopiskelijoille, 2017-2018**
V periodi Uutiset Kemian tekniikan talon pääaulan ovista kulku kulku 23.4. alkaen Kulku Kemian tekniikan korkeakoulun pääaulan tiloista rakennuksen muihin osiin... 06.04.2018 15:19

**CHEM News and upcoming events for master students, academic year 2017-2018**
Study period V News Upcoming events and application periods Tips Access into Chemistry building from the main lobby by using electronic key cards or HSL travel cards – effective from 23.4. Access from the... 06.04.2018 15:28

The focus areas of the education are the sustainable use and processing of natural resources and new materials, including their technical applications. In the studies towards the major, students acquire advanced knowledge in a specific area of biotechnology, chemical technology or material science and technology. The education leading to a master’s degree is based on the professional practices of fields requiring expertise in science and technology and on scientific research generating new knowledge. Students may choose their minors or elective study modules so that their degree is a combination of technology, business, and art, typical of Aalto University.

Students will adopt a responsible, goal-oriented and systematic way of working, and develop skills to work as experts in their area of specialisation both independently and in cooperation with experts of different fields, also in an international working environment. They will be able to express themselves clearly and unambiguously both orally and in writing and to tailor their communication to the target audience.

The School of Chemical Engineering trains Masters of Science (Technology) who have the skills and knowledge to work as pacesetters of the fields of biotechnology, chemical technology and material science and technology in various managerial, planning and research duties serving industry or related stakeholders, the scientific community or public sector. The studies of the programme provide students with the knowledge and skills needed for applying scientific knowledge and scientific methods independently and for continuing to doctoral education.

Graduates of the programme will have achieved the key scientific and professional working methods of their area of specialisation and will be able to continuously deepen their knowledge by acquiring, evaluating and processing scientific, technical and professional information. They will gain the knowledge and skills to understand the challenges of the field from the point of view of users and technical and social systems, as well as from that of the environment and be able to use this knowledge in developing new solutions, also as members of multidisciplinary teams.